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EXAM PAPER 2023
LEVEL : PRIMARY 6
SCHOOL : ANGLO CHINESE (PRIMARY) SCHOOL
SUBJECT : SCIENCE
TERM : PRELIMINARY EXAMINATIONS

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10

3 4 2 4 2 4 4 1 4 2

Q11 Q12 Q13 Q14 Q15 Q16 Q17 Q18 Q19 Q20

2 4 2 2 4 1 1 1 2 3

Q21 Q22 Q23 Q24 Q25 Q26 Q27 Q28

3 2 3 4 4 4 4 3

29 a) (i) Similarity:
The young of both organism P and Q does not look like the adult. OR
Both have an egg stage.
(ii) Difference:
Organism P has a 3-stage life cycle, but organism Q has a 4-stage life cycle.

b) To ensure that while some eggs might be eaten by predators, most can continue
to survive by hatching into young.

c) The adult of P breathes through its moist skin and the young breath through their
giils

30 a) Water was lost / evaporated through the leaves. Since set-up S has more leaves,
more water evaporated through the leaves.

b) To prevent water loss
c) Leaves will grow / develop and they can (continue to ) make food

(photosynthesis)



35a

Variables To keep constant (✔)

The type of gas used

Mass of material Z after 20 minutes

Amount of mixture released into the beaker ✔

Amount of gas released into the tank of water ✔

35 b) Gases P, Q, and S cause the mass of material Z to be lesser. But R does not material Z
c) Acid rain will damage the shell of organism X such that; it has less/ no protection from
its predators / it cannot hide from its predators.
OR
It has less / no protection from harsh weather conditions.
OR
Its flesh is damaged by the acid rain

36 a) Gravitational force / gravity and magnetic force
b) It decreased. The steel ring has weight that acts against the magnetic force (and it

will reduce the distance h)
c) The base is a magnet and the like-poles of the base and the electromagnet are

facing each other and will repel.
d) Use a stronger magnet as the base

OR
Increase the strength of the electromagnet by increasing the number of batteries /
putting more coils of wires around the electromagnet.

37 a) Strength of a material / how strong the material is
b) length / thickness of the string
c) Material L. It can hold the most amount of weight before the string broke.

OR
It can hold heavy grocery without breaking. Therefore, it is the strongest material.



39

a) b)

40 a) Heat energy of the flame is transferred to heat energy of the air. This heat
energy is converted to kinetic energy of the moving rising hot air. This kinetic
energy is converted to kinetic energy of the spinning spiral.

b) The gap allowed more air to enter and be heated so that more heat energy of
the air can be converted to more kinetic energy of the moving air.


